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Road User Rule Amendment 
Rules Team 
NZ Transport Agency 
Private Bag 6995 
WELLINGTON 6141 
 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 

ROAD USER RULE AMENDMENT 2009 (Rule 61001/4) 
 
Introduction 
 
The New Zealand Automobile Association (NZAA) welcomes the opportunity to provide 
comment on the Road User Rule Amendment 2009. 
 
As an organisation with a membership exceeding 1.2 million vehicle owners in New Zealand, 
close attention is given to any proposals that relate to road rules and the operation of vehicles.  
 
We circulated the draft Rule for comment to our 17 District Councils. The NZAA District 
Councils are representative of the membership and deal with policy issues. Comments on the 
proposals for which we have feedback are provided below: 
 
 
Proposal 1: Limit the use of hand-held mobile phones while driving 
The NZAA fully supports this proposal. The NZAA’s National Council, which is made up of 
representatives of our 17 District Council’s and which sets policy on behalf of our Members, 
has previously endorsed a policy to prohibit the use of hand-held cellphones while driving. As 
noted in the overview, we have surveyed Members and 76% support such a ban. The NZAA 
has also lobbied Ministers in support of our policy, and so we are pleased to see this proposal 
included in the draft amendment Rule. 
 
The NZAA agrees that hands-free mobile phones and two-way radios should be exempted from 
any ban at this time. Similarly, it should not be an offence to use hand-held phones to make an 
emergency 111 or *555 call (whilst driving), and some discretion should be applied to what 
constitutes an emergency call. 
 
Our only opposing comment relates to the penalties. The overview proposes any breaches of 
this clause will attract an infringement fee of $50 and 25 demerit points. While we consider the 
$50 fine to be fair, 25 demerits is too high. Given the level of hand-held phone use amongst the 
general population, and the fact it has hitherto been legal, it may take some time to reach high 
levels of compliance and understanding of the safety risk. The aim of this clause should not be 
to suspend habitual offenders’ licences, but to educate them. Therefore, we suggest a 
maximum of 10 demerits. Any more serious driving breaches attributed to hand-held phone use 
can continue to be enforced under reckless or dangerous driving provisions in the Act. 
 
With respect to our comments above, it is vital that any ban be preceded by a comprehensive 
national publicity campaign in order to achieve the desirable shift in driver behaviour.  
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Proposal 2: Clarify the distance for which a driver may use a lane that is otherwise not 
available to vehicles 
The NZAA does not support this proposal and we are unsure from reading the overview 
whether there is any problem with the current undefined arrangement. It is our view that drivers 
entitled to use the lane should be able to enter it and perform the manoeuvre in whatever 
distance they consider safe. Indeed, this proposal may conversely lead to more risk-taking 
behaviour to perform the manoeuvre within the prescribed distance in order to avoid being 
caught. 
 
 
Proposal 9: Set a maximum speed for towing a vehicle normally propelled by mechanical 
power 
There is some merit to this proposal, but again, is there a problem with rope-towing above 
50km/h that needs to be addressed? Is there any data on accident causation attributed to 
towing at higher speeds? The overview states that ‘most drivers’ using a flexible towing system 
operate at or below 50km/h. Common sense would suggest the maximum speed is whatever 
the drivers of both vehicles consider to be safest under the circumstances, allowing for driver 
experience. The NZAA is prepared to support this proposal on safety grounds, but we would 
prefer the maximum speed be an advisory limit rather than mandatory as it should not be an 
opportunity to punish drivers via fines and demerit points. 
 
 
Proposal 11: Parking a vehicle off-roadway 
The NZAA has previously stated its opposition to proposals to prohibit parking on grassed 
areas or other cultivation forming part of a road in the 2006 Omnibus Amendment (10002) and 
subsequent post-consultation. Despite the latest of several revisions to the fundamental 
proposal, our position remains unchanged. We fully oppose this proposal in its entirety. 
 
In our previous comments, we said we were concerned that this proposal would make illegal 
the type of parking which hitherto has been condoned, e.g. parking on grass verges outside 
school sports fields, or parking your trailer on the verge outside your home.  
 
The NZAA can still see no legitimate reason why, if off-roadway parking in certain sub/urban 
streets or outside sports stadia and the like is a problem, that local authorities cannot pass 
bylaws dealing with those specific problem areas, supported by signage as appropriate. It is 
nonsensical to imply that there should be a blanket prohibition on all sub/urban off-roadway 
parking throughout the country, without notification to residents or road users, and then to 
expect that, in the vast majority of streets in towns and cities where this is not actually a 
problem, that local authorities will install a plethora of signs (at considerable cost) permitting 
parking. They will not (the cost of existing signage requirements is one of the justifications for 
the proposal), and so in one fell swoop this proposal will effectively make illegal what is 
commonly accepted (and often considerate) behaviour in most residential suburbs nationwide.  
 
The NZTA argues that the proposal would put in place ‘uniform, nationally defined requirements 
for road users’, but this fails to recognise the different roading design and practices of local 
communities. Some cities have narrow residential streets designed prior to the advent of the 
car with no driveways or garages, and which requires residents to courteously park their 
vehicles as far off the road as practical, while smaller towns may not have clear distinction 
between where a private property begins and a grass verge ends, let alone any problems with 
off-roadway parking. Why should this clause technically apply to them? Surely the exception 
should not be the rule?  
 
If off-roadway parking in these scenarios is acceptable then it must be signposted in all 
circumstances under this proposal, or else the Rule amendment should not be signed. It would 
be unacceptable for local authorities to imply they will not enforce the Rule in the myriad of 
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residential streets in every city and town nationwide where such parking is not a problem. As 
we said in an earlier submission: 
 

“As the motorists advocate the NZAA could not in all conscience advise members to 
ignore a clause in the Road User Rule, nor could we confidentially assure them that 
they won’t be issued an infringement notice. Indeed, with the wholesale move by local 
authorities to contract out parking enforcement to private companies whose sole motive 
is profit and not traffic management, the NZAA has no confidence whatsoever that 
some parking contractors won’t take advantage of the new rule by paying wardens 
overtime to visit suburbs on the weekend or evenings and conduct a ticketing spree 
against so-called illegally-parked cars, or by targeting visitors to recreational areas, or 
hordes of fans parked outside sports grounds on match days.”   

 
The proposal also dismisses safety concerns. Vehicles, trailers or boats parked fully on the 
road obstructs traffic and reduces visibility. We suggest this outweighs the safety ‘benefit’ of 
parking on the road to slow traffic as the overview suggests. Owners should be encouraged to 
park them on grass verges where practical to keep the roadway clear for moving traffic. 
 
To summarise, the NZAA is adamant that parking enforcement is a local issue, and that such 
legislation should be set by local road controlling authorities in the form of bylaws, and not 
nationally. We consider that there may be some legitimate reasons why vehicles might park on 
a lawn flanking a road which poses no issues for local authorities, who are best placed to judge 
whether such activity should be permitted or not. 
   
 
Proposal 20: Use of motorcycle and moped lights during daylight hours 
The NZAA supports the proposal to require motorcycles or mopeds to operate their headlights 
or daytime running lamps during daylight hours.  
 
There have previously been studies on the merits of mandatory daytime running lights (DRL) 
for all motor vehicles, and while these have ultimately concluded the benefits do not outweigh 
the costs in NZ, we consider more benefits would accrue if only motorbikes and mopeds were 
required to operate DRL, as this makes them more visible to other road users and distinguishes 
them from other unlit traffic. Motorcycle casualty statistics demonstrate that visibility is a 
contributing factor in many crashes, while many riders voluntarily operate their lights during 
daylight hours anyway. 
 
However, in support of this proposal, we suggest a comprehensive education campaign needs 
to be undertaken to inform motorcyclists of the new Rule and further, that for the first year of 
implementation, the police should only issue advisory notices and not fines. 
   
In addition, we have been in communication with some motorcycle clubs, and understand that 
some vintage motorcycles may not be able to comply with this requirement because they either 
have inadequate lighting systems, or were not manufactured with any. We would therefore 
endorse any exemptions for ‘classic’ motorcycles that cannot reasonably comply without 
modification which would detract from their authenticity. 
 
 
Proposal 24: Giving way to pedestrians waiting to cross a pedestrian crossing 
The AA is not opposed to this proposal in principle, but we are unsure how easy it will be for 
drivers to identify that pedestrians are indeed waiting to cross and not merely loitering nearby. 
How close to the crossing must they be? And how would a requirement to ensure that 
pedestrians clearly indicate their intentions be introduced?  
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Some crossings also have restricted visibility due to parked vehicles, sandwich boards or 
foliage, and so it may not be possible for a driver to determine if someone is waiting to cross 
until they actually begin crossing. 
 
Recent amendments to the Rule, and changes to road markings at crossings, have signalled 
greater priority to pedestrians, and more time should be given to assess the effectiveness of 
these changes before proposing any more. Any further changes to legislation may also 
diminish any liability for pedestrians to consider their own safety and behaviour at crossings. 
 
While it may be desirable to signal this practice as desirable in the Rule, it should not be a 
compulsion and nor should it be subject to enforcement. 
 
 
Priority for buses when signalling to leave a stop 
The NZAA considers this issue is worthy of further consideration. It should be common 
courtesy to let indicating buses back into the traffic flow, particularly in built-up areas with 
substantial bus movements. We concur that the UK model is probably the best approach; it 
shouldn’t be necessary for special signs on buses (many urban buses have advertising on the 
back), but just instruction in the road code that indicating buses have priority. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Mike Noon 
General Manager Motoring Affairs  
New Zealand Automobile Association Incorporated 


